Safety & Security Committee Notes
Quarterly Meeting
10/20/2022 11:00 am

Attendees
Juan Bartolomei, MD  Jeffrey Bender, MD
Danielle Brooks       Anthony Campbell
Sue Cascio            Chris Digioia
Arnim Dontes         Paul Greeley
Greg Kharabadze      Duane Lovello
Stephanie McGuire Abate (for Nick Proto)  Von Narcisse (Anthony Campbell)
Brian Rebeschi        Abby Roth
John Solomon Francis, MD, PhD

• Security Assessment on Leased Properties
  o Yale-wide safety protocols and practices for all leased spaces
    ▪ Create standards/ risk tiers of safety for each location
    ▪ Initiate threat assessments for local authorities
    ▪ Administer card reader access for all practices leased by Yale
  o Create Subset Safety & Security group to establish protocols and risk tiers within Yale’s hospitals, facilities, and communities
  o **Follow-up:** Add a safety arm into leasing purchasing to evaluate safety protocols before signing the lease or purchasing a building (Sue Cascio & Von Narcisse)
  o **Follow-up:** Collaborate with Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) to identify ways to reduce crime and strategize effective safety practices to ensure protection throughout Yale (Duane Lovello)
  o **Follow-up:** Specifically review One Long Wharf (Sue Cascio)

• Safety Communications throughout Yale and the YSM Community
  o Incorporate LiveSafe app presentations into department and executive meetings as well as demonstrations for the YSM Students
  o Send mass communication on security presence and LiveSafe as the time changes (Daylights saving time end)
  o More promotion of the LiveSafe app throughout the Yale Community

• Seamco Building (464 Howard Ave.) update
  o A gate has been added around the perimeter of the building to reduce loiters and drug use.
  o Quarterly or bi-annually maintenance to keep gate secure

• Access Control within Yale-affiliated buildings
  o Update office locations in Workday
  o Update building access once a project/job has been concluded
  o YNHH access
    ▪ Pilot- YNHH implementing State ID validation when checking into/visiting patients in the hospital
    ▪ Vendor selected for security
    ▪ **Follow-up:** Progress on the hospital’s access and security (Nick Proto, Stephanie McGuire Abate, & Beth Beckman)
• **Meeting accessibility**
  o Online mechanism for the YSM community to submit safety/security concerns and see past minutes/agendas
  o **Follow-up:** Webpage or landing page in the Intranet for the YSM Safety & Security Committee (Abby Roth)
  o **Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME)/ Committee Charter:** Add links to the Safety & Security landing page for students, faculty, and staff to access Safety tips e.g., Live Space, trainings, maps, etc.